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A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICAL MODEL OF
ROTORCRAFT AERODYNAMICS AND DYNAMICS





AVRADCOM Research and Technology Laboratories
,\ ! SUMMARY
The computer program for a comprehensive analytical model
of rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics is described. This
analysis is designed to calculate rotor performance, loads, and
noise; the helicopter vibration and gust response; the flight
dynamics and handling qualities; and the system aeroelastic stability.
The analysis is a combination of structural, inertial, and
aerodynamic models, that is applicable to a wide range of problems
and a wide class of vehicles. The analysis is intended for use in
the design, testing, and evaluation of rotors and rotorcraft, and
to be a basis for further development of rotary wing theories.





This section describes the contents of the common blocks used
by the program. Each description begins with the common block label.
The total length of the block is given in parentheses after the label.
Then all variables in the block are listed. The left-hand column gives
the variable name, and the rlght-hand column gives the location of the
variable in the common block. Finally, a description of the variable is
provided (except for variables in blocks with labels of the form xxDATA,
which are input parameters). Only the common blocks for rotor #I are















































input file identification (alphanumeric date








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ZETAR 1 ( 3,10 )
GAMARI(3,10)
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































title for airfoil data (80 characters)
identification (alphanumeric date and time)
* * N
nNa nNm r
angle of attack boundaries
Na
nk, k= 1to Na
_k (deg), k = 1 to Na
Mach number boundaries
Nm
nk, k=l ton m
Mk, k = I to Nm
radial stations
Nr
rk, k = 1 to Nr+l
airfoil characteristics
c_j, J = i to NMAX
Cdj. j = 1 to NMAX


























restart code: I for trim, 2 for flutter,
3 for flight dynamics, 4 for transient
case number
task code: 1 for trim, 2 for flutter,




















































identification code for case and restart
















cos __i' j = I to MPSI
slnkQi , j = I to MPSI
complex parameter:
j = I to MPSI, n = I



















































rotor speed _ (rad/sec)




number of bending modes
number of torsion modes
zero if no glmbal or teeter mode
number of mean bending deflection modes
glag




collective control damping Ce/_i_Z
cyclic control damping C_/Ib£_
rotating control damping C_/_£'_
aerodynamic radial stations, ri, i = I to MRA
aerodynamic segment length _r i, i = I to MRA
tip loss multiplicative factor fi' i = I to MRA
_ (tad), O. for rotor #I (for BODYM,
MOT_ 1 WAKEN. ENGNM)





























































CD for drive train Hn
C_ for drive train motion
burst tip vortex in wake model
¢Inter (lad) at _Pj, j = I to MPSI
_b (lad) at A_)j,j = i to MPSI
inertial and structural data at






inertial and structural data at













































complex rotor transfer function matrix, H n !
size NBM+NTM+NCM; n = 0 to MHARM
complex airframe transfer function matrlx,
_IoTei"_'_,,,n = pNn/_e f, p _ I to
MHARMF
complex drive train transfer function matrix,































(_k' k) at rotor #i hub (dimensionless)
(_k' gk ) at rotor #2 hub (dimensionless)
pi tch/mas t-bending coupll ng (dimens ionless )
KMC k for rotor #I
KMS k for rotor #I
KMC k for rotor #2
KMS k for rotor #2
aerodynamic damping (2 _/v-aA)(q/V)Fqk4k






aircraft mass (slug or kg)
number of airframe modes
aircraft description ( _T = _T = 0)
RSF for rotor #1
RSF for rotor #2
r at rotor #1 hub
r at rotor #2 hub
r at wing/body
..%
r at horizontal tall














































RSF for rotor #1
RSF for rotor #2
r at rotor #I hub
r at rotor #2 hub
r at wing/lx_dy
r at horizontal tail






































































number of drive train modes











mass matrix for H
n
-I
spring matrix for H
n_ 1
damping matrix for H
-I n





































gust components, velocity axes
at wing/body,
at horizontal tail, gH
at vertical tail, gv
atroto 
at rotor#2, _i' Wj)
at rotor #I hub, _ (for wake geometry)
at rotor #2 hub, _ (for wake geometry)
gust components, F axes
at wing/body, _W
at horizontal tail, gH
-.L
at vertical tail, gv
gust components, S axes
at roto_#i,_i' _Pj)
at rotor #2, _(r i, _f)j)
transient control







































pilot control vector (rad).
_P= (/_0 &c _s 4 _t)T






























mean square motion (rotor #I)
mean square motion (rotor #2)
+
T
mean square circulation (rotor #I)
mean square circulation (rotor #2)
integer parameter: number of motion iterations











































old _5 (inltialized to I000.)
old NBM (initialized to 0)
old NTM (initialized to 0)
bending frequency $i' i = I to NCOLB (per rev)
nor_otating bending frequency QNR i,
i = i to NCOLB (rad/sec)
-.%
bending mode displacement 71' i = i to NBM,





(j-i)0,1, j = i to ii
(j-1)Z_r, j = 1 to MRM+I
rj, j = I to MRA






(j-I)0.1, j = 1 to il
(j-1)_r, j = 1 to _M+I
rj, j = 1 to MRA ._,,
bending mode curvature _)I' i = I to NBM,





(j-i)0.1, j = 1 to 11
(j-l)_r, j = 1 to MRM+I













































bending mode slope at hinge, _(e)
%
torsion frequency _i' i = i to NCOLT+I,(perrev)




torsion mode displacement -%1' i = I to NTM,
at radial station r =
(j-l)o.1,j= i to 11
(j-1)Zh,r, j = 1 to MRM+I
rj, j = I to MRA
a
torsion mode slope J_i' i = I to NTM, at radial
station r =
(j-I)0.I, j = I to II
(j-_)z_r,j = I to _M+I
r., j = 1 to MRA
J








































































Xkj at ri, i = i to MRA























































































































old i"ij (i = 1 to MRA, j = I to MPSI)
old max % (j = I to MPSI)
..%
k(ri,_j) (i = I to MRA, j = I to MPSI)
mean _tpp
fG_= _/v_ = 1- (co_/4_.) 2 (1. if oct.)
COS([
ZAGL




mean _ at other rotor
._ int'
>W(_j) (j = I to MPSI), at wlng/body
}H(_j) (j= 1 to Mini), at horlzon_1tall
}v(A_j) (j= i toMPSl),atvertlcaltan
_O(A_j) (j = 1 to MPSI), off xxltor disk
mean _ W' at wing/body
mean _V' at vertical tail
mean __, off rotor disk
%:
e% : KHC_ F (-'_S)(-%"i.R)/(.l'ZR)ref


































complex _N (p = I to MHARMF), without Euler
angle contributions
complex %N (p ffi 1 to M_)
ee
complex _pN (p " I to MHARMF)
complex _PSp N (p = 1 to MHARMF)
complex (_govr)pN (p = I to MHARMF)




























integer parameter defining stall state for
lift, drag, moment (initialized to zero)





effective environment for lift, drag, moment
Mach number Mef f
angle of attack _eff











































complex _n (i = I to NBM, n = 0 to MHARM)
complex _n (i = 1 to NTM, n = 0 to MHARM)
complex _n (n = 0 to MHARM)
complex TpN (i = I to NAM, p = I to MHARMF)
complex(_ _i We _t _gl _e,2)pN






















(FJ)1_t rev, J" I to .i_z
(dimension NBM+NTM+NGM) -






























rotor generalized force, Q = cTF
mean hub reaction











circulation _ij (I --1 to MRA, j = I to MPSI)






















horizontal tail generalized forces
vertical tall generalized forces
airframe aerodynamic dataft 2 2





















































prescribed wake, tip vortices
Dz(k), k = 1 to KRWC
_(k),k : i toKRwc
K2
prescribed wake, sheet inside edge
Dz(k), k = 1 to KRWG
Dr(k), k : 1 to K_WG
K2
prescribed wake, sheet outside edge
Dr(k), k = I to KRWC
K2
free wake, tip vortices
_(n), n.= I to KPWG*MPSI
n = (_ - I)KFWG*k























total number of points in flow field at which
nonuniform induced velocity calculated for
each azimuth (ML+MI+FN+MH+MV+MO)
number of points on this rotor
(MRL if INFLOW(1) = I; zero otherwise)
number of points on other rotor
(MRL of other rotor if INFLOW(2) = 3;
I if INFLOW(2) = 2; zero otherwise)
number of points on wing-body
(I if INFLOW(3) = 2; zero otherwise)
number of points on horizontal tail
(I if INFLOW(4) = 2, zero otherwise)
number of points on vertical tail
(I if INFLOW(5) = 2| zero otherwise)
number of points off rotor disk
(I if INFLOW(6) = I; zero otherwise)
_(n), n = 1 to MPSI*HR*MPSI






n = ((_ - 1)*MR+ k- 1)*MPSI+ j
(((j-- 1 _ Mini), k = 1 to _R), _ -- 1 to M_I)
nNW = (((_ -1)*MRL + k-1)*(KNW+I) + j-_ +K_)*MRG + t
((((i = 1 to MRC), j = _-KNW to _ ),
























qk' k = i to NBM








(without Euler tangle contrlbutions to _x_y _z )



























SAVEM(36,78) motion at _j, j = I to MPSI-





























































































x = (xR1_2 Xs % "_et _ovrl _govr2)
controls (29)














































hub motion (6) :











































































































































































































































&f &e _a &r et &O
uG vc wG)













trim generalized force (total)
trim -_2CQ/V-a (rotor #i)
trim -_2C_w-a (rotor #2)

















2. SUBPROGRAM FUNCTION AND COMMUNICATION
This section describes the functions of the subprograms that
constitute the computer program. The communication of the subprograms
with each other is also described, in terms of the input and output
variables. The description begins with the subprogram name, and its
arguments. Next there is a statement of the principal function of the
subprogram, and usually a general reference to a section in the analysis
development. Then notes about the program content are given, including
references to sections in the analysis development as appropriate.
Finally all the input and output variables of the subprogram are listed.
The left-hand column gives the variable name in the subprogram, and the
right-hand column gives the label of the common block in which the
variable is located. Some description of the variable may be given as
well. Only the subprograms for rotor #I are described; the subprograms




Function: primary job and analysis control































































































































































































































































read or write input file
file unit number




































































read or write trim data file
file unit number


























































1) case header record
2) input, trim, airfoil data
3) task header record -- ID,NREC
(ID = 2 for flutter, 3 for flight
dynamics, 4 for transient)
4) task data (NREC records)
5) repeat #3 and #_ as necessary
6) end record -- ID = O, NREC = 0






























read or write flutter restart file














































integer parameter: 0 to read file, I to write file
integer parameter: 0 if at start of transient record,












Function: write eigenvalue file
KEY integer parameter defining case
0 start file



































Function: initialize environment parameters
































































































Function: initialize rotor parameters
Normalization parameters : section 2.6
Aerodynamic r, _r: section 2._.1
Tip loss factor: section 2.4.5
Linear twist: section 2.3.5
Control system damping: section 5.1.3
Gimbal/teeter spring and damping: sections 2.2.12, 2.2.13










































































































































Function: initialize airframe parameters
Position of aircraft components, section 4.1.5
Rotation matrix RSF: section 4.1.2
r, RSF without _T rotations: sections 4.1.3, 4.1.5
(for wind tunnel trim case)
Control matrix TCFE: section _.I.6
Aircraft inertia: section 4.2.4
Airframe elastic modes:
bdl pitch/mast-b_nding coupling (KMST): secti°n 4"2'3
mode shape at hub (AMODE): section 4.2.2
mass, spring, damping: section _.2.4
aerodynamic damping and control: section _.2.7
Initialization (for wind tunnel case)

























































Function. initialize drive train parameters
Engine inertia and controlz sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2
Governor parameters (dimensionless): section 4.3.3






























































































































































































































































































Function: calculate trim solution by iteration
General reference: section 5.3.1
Codes :
control number (C) = 1 2 3
control = _0 _c _s
test number (T) = 1 2 3 4
..% ..%
test = none F M F F
X Z
4 5 6 7 8 9
_p _FT _FT _FP OFP eT
5 6 7 8 9 I0 11

































































































































































wake analysis for rotor #I and rotor #2:
0 for uniform inflow, I for prescribed
































Name : TRIMP(LEVELI ,LEVEL2, ITER, ITERM)





wake analysis for rotor #i and rotor #2:
0 for uniform inflow, I for prescribed
wake, 2 for free wake
iteration number




































































































Function 2 calculate flutter matrices
General reference: section 6.3.1
Inflow dynamics, sections 6.1.5, 2.4.3




Drive train equations: section 6.2.3
Construct flight dynamics matrices: section 5.3.3 also
(only if rigid body degrees of freedom present)






















































































































































Function: calculate flutter aircraft matrices
































(_f _e _a _)















Function: calculate flutter rotor matrices






Reorder hub reactions: J4 u equation multiplied by 2 to get (-_2C_f-a)

























































Function: calculate flutter inertia
























Function: calculate flutter aerodynamic coefficients










































bending modes at rl, i = 1 to MIRA























Function: a.nalyze flutter constant coefficient linear equations

























problem identification: I for Complete dynamics,
2 for symmetric, 3 for antisymmetric
coefficient matrices
control matrix
number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls
num_r of gust components
integer vector designating first order degrees
of freedom
vector of variable names




















Function: calculate flight dynamics stability derivatives and matrices
General reference: section 5.3.3
Print during stability derivative calculations:
a) increment: Ist number dimensionless, 2rid number dimensional





angular velocity = deg/sec
linear velocity, gust velocity = ft/sec or m/sec
K s = rpm
Z'F = ft/sec2 or m/sec 2
controls = deg
generalized forces: moments and forces in _2C/_-a form
(rotor #1 parameters, body axes);






























































































Function: print stability derivatives
General reference: section 5.3.3
Options: !I r°t°r c°efficlent f°rm' M*X = _2C/_-astability derivative form, X (acceleration)dimensionless or dimensional
Dimens ions :








acceleration (_") = A_4_ (FA)
angular velocity = i-A
linear velocity = A_R (FV)
controls = 57.3




















































Function: analyze flight dynamics linear equations
Vibration point location: sections 4.1.3, 4.1.5
Numerical integration of transient: sections 5.3.2, 5.3.3




































number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls
number of gust components
integer vector designating first order degrees of
freedom
vector of variable names
vector of control names
integer vector designating degrees of freedom used











Function: print flight dynamics transient solution
General reference: section 5.3.3
Print during numerical integration (in STABL):
a) controls in deg
b) gust velocity: Ist number dimensionless, 2nd number
dimensional
c) aircraft motion: Ist number dimensionless, 2nd number
dimensional
i) displacement = deg, ft or m
2) velocity = deg/sec, ft/sec or m/sec
3) acceleration = deg/sec 2, g
4) inertial axes = deg/sec, g
AANG = 50 = Re.
















XF YF ZF _s )




















































































Function: calculate transient acceleration for numerical integration














































































Function: print transient solution
General reference, section 5.3.2
Print notes:
I controls in deg
gust velocity dimensionsal
aircraft motion: Ist number dimensionless, 2nd number
dimensional
I) displacement = deg, ft or m
2) veloclty= aeg/sec,ft/secorm/sec
3) acceleration = deg/sec 2, g
4) inertial axes = deg/sec, g
d) generalized forces, moments and forces in _ 2C/_-a form
(rotor #I parameters, body axes);
torque in - _CQ/V-a form (rotor #1
parameters)
AANG = _ = Re @.1:








































































Function: calculate transient gust and control
















































Name, O0NTRL(T, PERIOD, C)
Function. calculate transient control time history
General reference, section 5.3.4
C_iculat_s,c(t)_ ½(I- cos2.,t/T)
T time(sec)





Function: calculate uniform gust time history
General reference: section 5.3._
Calculates: G(t) = ½(I - cos2_vt/T)
T time (sec)





Function, calculate convected gust wave shape






GCxg)= ½(1 - cos2_Cxg- LO)/L)
distance x (ft or m)
g
wavelength L (ft or m)













Ist number dimensionless. 2nd number dimensional
velocity = ft/sec or m/sec
dynamic pressure, q = Ib/ft 2 or N/m 2
weight, _/_ =Ib or N
body motion = deg/sec, ft/sec or m/sec
= ft/sec 2 or m/sec 2
6) _s = rpm
b) body orientation and controls in deg
Circulation convergence:
_I tolerance, CG/S in CJ_- form
G/E = ratio'error to tolerance (4 1 if converged)
Motion convergence:
a) tolerance, BETA (etc) in deg
b) BETA/E (etc) = ratio error to tolerance (_ I if converged)
Airframe performance: section 4.2.6
a) aerodynamic loads: dimensional
b) components:
i) angles in deg
_I loads, q dimensionalinduced velocity, total velocity dimensionless
Gust velocity: dimensionless
System
a)Weclimbpo r: dimensionalpower= V w(HP)| number in parentheses is percent total power
c
System efficiency parameters:
bl gross welght, W =ib or Ndrag-rotor = D
r--(Pi+ e)Iv,D/q-rotor= D#½_v2,
L/D-rotor= wl_
c) d_ag-to_l= Dtot_1= ptotal/V,D/q-total= Dtot_i/½%v2,
L/mtotal--w/Dto_l







































































Function: calculate and print rotor performance
General reference, section 5.2.1
Operating condition,
x) 110
_ _c _s HP
_HP _ %P + _ls" _TPP- _c
( (_c)cP"_ ((_c ' _ls)HP
(_'s)cP = ((_s- _lc)HP
Harmonics of gimbal motion, section 5.1.2
Rotor forces and motlonl
shaft axes (-S), tip path plane axes (-T), wind axes (L or X)
_efflclent(Cx-),coefflclent/sondlty(Cx6-),dime_io_ (x-)
















































































_int (due to other rotor)












Functiont loads, vibration, and noise
Airframe vibrationz section 5.2.8

























FSVIB ( lo tWLVIB_ 10
BLVIB(IO
ZETA(3,10,10)
wake analysis level for rotor #1



















FR/C F c]'1 ,,e.<.
F/Ci.ean
Print aerodynamics (function r and _ ),
bdI dimensionless quantities generally, angles in deg
induced velocity in nonrotating shaft axes
interference induced velocity is that due to other rotor
gust components in velocity axes
Force/Ci.ean (dimensionless) :
L/C = IU2" " =
2t c/ci.e_n)cl L/Cmean
D/c :½u(o/c )c = D/c
_ ^ mean a mean
M/c : ½u_'(c_/c.... )c_-, M/c....
'i 2 llllUlll ill UlUI,I,I
])RIO = _U (C/Cmean)Cdradla I = Dradial/Cmean




L = section lift ib/ft or N/m
D = section drag Ib/ft or N/m
M = section pitch moment ft-lb/ft or m-N/m
= section radial drag Ib/ft or N/m
FZ = Fz = dZ/dr lb/ft or N/m
FX = Fx Ib/ft or N/i.
MA = M ft-lb/ft or m-N/m
a
zR = Fr Ib/ft or ./m
_T : F_ lb/ft o_./m
Blade section power: section 5.2.1
cPls: d(%/_)/dr














































bending mode at tip











































Function, calculate and print hub and control loads
Root loads: MCOI_ = C-,mcon/r
m,m"sx = Cmx./_












root force = _ .CAZRb'(c/R)
hubforce = N_nZR4(clR)























































Function: calculate and print blade section loads









(-= B for shaft axes, P for principal axes)




1 "mr -in_j K


























































Name, LOA DII(R, Q,TR, ZR ,EPR,ER)
Function: calculate inertia coefficients for section loads
General reference: sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.2.4
Blade pitch: section 2.3.5
CS = cos_, SN = sln_, TR = _r)
w - (Zo_-xo_),wp= (ZoO-Xok_)',wPP= (z3- Xo¢)"
wx_-_=j_o_x_>
zR= _(r),m = _(r),_m = %(r)
: (ZOO-xj)_i =, w_ = (ZOO- 'Xo_) trim' at r
_0 - _zj-Xo_-=_. _tr
_.Pn0(_M)--(_-_ =i) =tr--e
CE(NBM) = (j[ _' "(ZOO-Xo_-Xl_ ) d_
' ( I*- r) mdl*
WFA = (Zo¢-Xo_), WPFA = (ZOO-Xol )' at rFA
















































bending modes at r=(j-1)Z_r,
torsion modes at r=(j-l)_r,
bending modes at r = rFA









Function, calculate fatigue damage








vector of load Sj, J = I to MPSI| dimensional
numberof azimuthal stations; maximum36
parameter K in fatigue damagecalculation
endurance limit SE (dimensional)
material exponent
material constant





damage fraction per rev (only calculated if _ > O,
C >0, and M # O)









load F i, j = I to MPSI







































wake analysis: I for prescribed wake,









Name, POLRPP(A, MRA,RA ,MPSI,ISUB, NPLOT, DA, NUPP)
Function: printer-plot of polar plot
_,_ +1 ----- 3"/
















array to be plotted
number of radial stations
radial stations rl, i : 1 to MRA
number of azimuthal stations _. = j _,
j : i to MPSI, z_._= 360/MPSI
first dimension of array A; positive if first subscript
is ri, negative if first subscript is _.i
n; data plotted every n-th step
plot incrementz last digit of integer part of
A/DA is plotted (if multiple of NPLOT)
unit number for printed output
-158-
HISTPP
Name: HISTPP(A, MBA ,RA, MPSI, ISUB, NPLOT, NAME, NUPP)
Function: prlnter-plot of azimuthal time history
let c = minimum, d = maximum values over azimuth
I) d>0, c _-.03 d or c.:0, d_.03_c|
use b = [max(d, Ic_)] |
2) d_21cl , c >-.03d




4) otherwise, use mean = [½(c+d)]
and b = [max(mean-c,d-mean)J | 4|
mean = AM = KM * IO**NM






to K*IO N (K = I to 9)
if F = O, then F = .99
N = [logt_l
if F < I., then N =N- 1
K- [l_l/iO**N]+ I
if K = I0, then N = N+ I and K = 1
if F*: O, then K---K






















array to be plotted
secondary variables number of values (minimum I)
secondary variable: values r_, i = 1 to MRA;
alphanumeric labels if NPLOT ET 0; not used if
MRA EQ i
number of azimuthal stations _j = jA_ , j = I to MPSI,
_? = 360/MPSI
first dimension of array A| positive if first subscript
is ri, negative if first subscript is _j
number of values of secondary variable per plot;
minimum I and maximum 3| negative for alphanumeric
labels| not used if MRA EQ i
name of secondary variable, 4 characters; not used
if MRA EQ i




Function: calculate and print far field rotational noise
General reference: section 5.2.10
Calculate constants: CSTR = cos_J(l - Mr)
_T=-N3n2.%/_-_.(1- M) 2
FD = N2/4__.(I- M)
FL : -N2__sln_)r 14_rc s_(l - Mr)2
FR -N2_cos%/4_%_.(1 Mr)2
_S-- _./c
I T -In_j= -- F.e K






















































order of Bessel function, n
argument of Bessel function, x
Output:




Function: calculate rotor/airframe periodic motion and forces
General reference, section 5.1.13
Test motion convergence: section 5.1.4


































integer parameter specifying rotor #1 and rotor #2
wake analysis, 0 for uniform inflow, 1 or 2 for
nonuniform inflow

















































Function: initialize blade modeparameters
Linearly interpolate data for bending modecalculation:
Tip mass: section 2.2.19
Evaluate centrifugal force for bending modecalculation:
!¢
C NT: d_
Linearly interpolate data for torsion mode calculation:



























































Function: calculate blade bending modes
General reference: section 2.3.1








L I%[ _;',._,..,__',.%_ ,.,_._,,,_._,_.]._,-
|l
_' _"_(E_.,,_'_._'_-'_,_4.,-
using Galerkin modes from last call,








































inertial and structural data at





Name, MO_EG(R, K_LAP,_LAG, NCOLB, HINGE, F, I_, D_ )
Function: calculate Galerkln functions for bending modes
General reference: section 2.3.1
R radial station r/R
EFLAP flap hinge offset ef/R
ELAG lag hinge offset el/R
NCOLB number of functions
HINGE integer parameter: 0 for hinged blade, I for
cantilever blade
F(NCOLB) Galerkln functions fi
#
DF(NOOLB) Galerkin functions fl
n




Function: calculate articulated blade flap and lag modes































Function: calculate blade torsion modes
General reference, section 2.3.3





x = _T(r - rFA)/(I - rFA)
Normalize eigenvector solutions using Galerkln functions from last























r +(j-1)_r, j 1 to MRB+I








Function, calculate kinematic pitch-bendi_ coupling
























Function: calculate blade root geometry




















Function: calculate blade inertia coefficients















XCFA = xC at rFA
XCE -- xC at e
XIE = xI at e
KP2TWP= kP2 _'w
-.%














































inertial data at r = (j-l)_r,
bending modes at r = (j-l)Jkr,
torsion modes at r = (j-l)Ar,
bending modes at rFA
j = i to MRM+I
j = I to MRM+I

















































bending modes at r = (j-l).l, j = I to 11
















Function: initialize airframe parameters at trim
Wind tunnel trim case, section 4.1.3
r, RSF with (_T rotations: sections 4.1.3, 4.1.5
Free flight trim case: section l_.l.l
Calculate R : section A_.2.1
calcu_teR _*_e'-M*(_x)Re, C, (_x)Re_, section..2.4






















































Function: initialize drive train parameters at trim
Engine damping: section _.3.1
Drive system inertia, section 5.3
Drive system spring, damping, mass matrices, section 5.1.9
Drive system static elastic matrix: section 5.1.10
Calculate C_ • section 5.1.5




































































Function: initialize rotor parameters at trim
Calculate _HP' _HP' Mat: sections 2.a.2, 4.1.2
Calculate RG: section 4.1.4
Rotor gust velocity in shaft axes: section 4.1.4
Calculate c, _: section 4.2.2
Calculate cT1 section 4.2.5





























gust at rotor disk, velocity axes
gust at rotor disk, shaft axes




















Function: calculate airframe transfer function matrix



















airframe degrees of freedom










Function: calculate drive train transfer function matrix












drive train degrees of freedom










Function: calculate uniform wake-induced velocity
General reference: section 2.4.3
Lagged thrust and moment: section 5.1.12
Vectors for aerodynamic interference: section 4.2.6



































































Function: calculate non-uniform wake induced velocity
General references section 3.1.4
Calculate RTFS section 3.1.3
RTF = RTsRsF
R21=( sF)ot  roto  
Lagged circulation: section 5.1.12
Interpolate induced velocity: linear interpolation between inflow
points, constant beyond first or last
point
Calculate mean induced velocity: TPP normal component, area-welgh%ed mean










DP21M _-_z, (rad)! 0. for rotor #1

































































Function: calculate rotor transfer function matrix
General reference: section 5.1.6































































b_ndlng modes at rI, I = 1 to MRA






Names INRTI (MX, H,KEEP, LMINV, MMI'NV)




complex matrix Hn to be inverted
integer vector designating degrees of freedom






Function: calculate harmonics of hub motion
































_h_ (tad)| O. for rotor#1















Function: calculate harmonics of rotor motion
General reference, sections 5.1.6, 5.1.13
Lag damper moment: section 2.2.16
Calculate coning and tip-path plane tilt: section 3.1.3














































































Function: calculate blade and hub motion
General reference: section 5.1.5






























Name: AEROFI(JPSI ,QT,MQ,MP,_4X,CMZ, CFX,CFZ, CFR)
Function: calculate blade aerodynamic forces
..%
Calculate XAP = XAk: section 2.2.19
Section velocity components: section 2.4.2
Calculate U, M, _, 04 : section 2.4.1
in rad, _in deg
Calculate &c/Vi section 2.4.7
Calculate cos.A-: section 2.4.6
REVFLW = I if just crossed reverse flow boundary
Tip loss correction: section 2.4.5
Section forces and pitch moment: section 2.4.1
Fz= Fz/aCm,i_X= F#acm,_ : Fdacm,_ ,_ = l_,,dacm-
Circulation: section 2.4.9
Unsteady lift, moment, and circulation: sections 2.4.8, 2.4.9
L_s:Luslac,M_ :Muslac,GUS:%lao
Maximum circulation outboard rGmax: section 3.1.4

































































interference velocity from other rotor
gust at rotor disk, shaft axes

























bending modes at ri, i = 1 to MRA





Name: AEROSI (ALPHA, DALPHA, COSYAW ,MACH, JPSI, IR ,REVFLW, CL, CD, CM, CDR,OPTION)
Function: calculate blade section aerodynamic coefficients
Corrected Mach number: section 2.4.5
Stall model, delayed c_: section 2.4.7
Yawed flow, effective c_: section 2.4.6
Calculate 2-D airfoil characteristics at effective c_ and M: section 2.4.7
Section characteristics corrected for yawed flow and stall delay:
sections 2.4.6, 2.4.7


















radial station index i







integer parameter: 0 for derivatives of coefficients
in flutter analysis (no dynamic stall vortex loads,






































Function: interpolate airfoil tables








angle of attack o_ (deg)
Mach number M
radial statlonr/R
integer parameter: if I calculate ca, if 2 calculate



















Function: calculate harmonics of airframe motion




















Function: calculate harmonics of drive train motion




















Function: calculate rotor generalized forces
General reference: section 5.1.7


























Function: calculate static elastic motion
























airframe degrees of freedom


















Function: calculate airframe generalized forces


























































Name, BO DYA (VWB, VHT, VVT,WWB, AFLAP, IELF, IELE, IELA, IELR, DAWB,
FWB, MWB, FHT, FVT, ANGLES )
Function: calculate body aerodynamic forces















velocity (u, v, w) at wing-body, horizontal tail,
and vertical tail| F axes| ft/sec or m/sec
angular velocity (p, q, r); rad/sec
flap angle _F (deg)
flaperon control _f (tad)
elevator control _e (rad)
aileron control _a (tad)
rudder control % (tad)
;_WB (radlsec)
(Dlq,Y/q,LIq)wB;ft2 or 2
(M./q, Mdq, Mlq)_; ft3 or m3
_ _ A W,I_ 2
(D/q, L/q)HT| ft z or m
(D/q, L/q)VT; ft 2 or m 2
_-) ; deg










Function: calculate influence coefficients for nonuniform inflow
General reference: sections 3.1.3, 3.1.4
Calculate h for axisymmetric wakes section 3.1.6
Ground effect parameters: sections 2.4.3, 3.1.5
Calculate first blade/vortex intersection age and core bursting
age: section 3.1.7
Wake age loop:
JTEMJ = Jte- j
Burst/unburst core radius: section 3.1.7
Axisymmetric far wake: section 3.1.6



























wake analysis: 0 for uniform inflow, I for
prescribed, wake, 2 for free wake geometry
other rotor
_, (tad) | - _Z, for rotor #2
other rotor






































































Name: WAKEBI (PSI, OPTION,RBR,RBT,RB)
Function: calculate blade position
































integer parameter controlling calculation of rh: .
if I, at r.... and 11 if 2, at circulation s%a_ions,
if 3, at i'_?_'w stations
rb at rROOT
_b at tip (r = 1)
rb at inflow or circulation stations
bending modes at ri, i = 1%o MRA












Function: calculate vortex llne segment induced velocity
General reference: section 3.1.7
2
Calculate: SI = sl/s, $2 = s/s, RMSQ =
Lifting surface correction:
ANGLS = .A.(deg)
HLS = h (-1.0 for no correction)
RSINL = rsin.A_ , OOSL = cos.A_, SINL = sinai.
LLL = LII, LLS = hs' FACTLS = hs/Lll


















integer parameter: I for stepped vortlcity distribution,
2 for linear vortlcity distribution
integer parameter defining vortex core type: 0 for
distributed, i for concentrated vorticity
vortex core radius r
C
dls for lifting surface correction, LT O. to suppress
7; required for dls _ 0 only
chord c at P; required for dls % 0 only
integer parameter: 0 for out of ground effect
ZAGL; required in ground effect only
RTE| required in ground effect only
integer parameter: debug print if GE 3
Z_$ due to q (at 4)





Function: calculate vortex sheet segment induced velocity
General reference: section 3.1.8
























integer parameters defining trailed and shed vorticity
model: 0 to omit, I for stepped llne, 2 for linear
llne, 3 for sheet
integer parameter defining vortex core type: 0 for
distributed, I for concentrated vorticlty
r for trailed vortlcity (LT O. for s/2)
C
r for shed vorticity (LT O. for t/2)
C
d for sheet edge test; LT 0. to suppress
vs
integer parameter: 0 for out of ground effect
ZAGL| required in ground effect only
RTE! required in ground effect only
integer parameter: debug print if GE 3
integer parameters specifying trailed and shed vorticity
model used
_t due to _I (at _, outside edge)
2k_t due to ["2 (at _+ _, outside edge)
_V dueto FI (at_, outsidedge)
_% due to F 3 (at _, inside edge)
(Avt3 = -avtl, _vt 4 = -/_vt2)




Functions evaluate wake geometry
General references section 3.1.3
LEVEL wake analysis :
free wake geometry
RWT(3) -_rw at tip vortex
RWS0(3) _ at sheet inside edge
W
























Function: calculate wake geometry distortion
General reference, section 3.1.3































wake analysis: I for prescribed wake geometry, 2 for
free wake geometry
@tw at ri, i = I to MRA














Function: calculate free wake geometry distortion
General reference: section 3.2
Subprograms required, WGAM, DCALC, NWCAL, WQCAL, VSCAL, QSVL, QCVL, QVS
DEBUG integer parameter controlling debug TMDATA
print: GE I, print D at_ = 2_v/N each
iteration; GE 2, allow printing; GE 3,
controlled by IPWGE8 and QWGIB

























core burst age _b(_ ) (rad)


















L(N+I ) scratch vector
M(N_) scratch vector
Output:
A(N*N) A - inverse













complex determinant of At O. if A is singular
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EIGENJ
Name: EIGENJ(N, NM, A, T,EVR, EVI, VECR ,VECI, INDIC, NEI)
Functions calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix









actual first dimension of arrays; maximum I00
0 to calculate only elgenvalues






real part of eigenvalues of A
imaginary part of eigenvalues of A
real part of eigenvectors of A
imaginary part of eigenvectors of A
if 2, no error; if I, elgenvector not found; If 0,
neither elgenveetor nor eigenvalue found
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EERED
Name: E_RE_ NX, NV, DOF, CON,A2, AI, AO,B, DOFI, DOFO, NAMEX, NAMEV)
















integer vector designating degrees of freedom to be
eliminated: DOF = 0 if variable not used
integer vector designating controls to be eliminated:





vector of variable names










reconstructed matrices and vectors
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_TRAN
Names QSTRAN(MX, MX0,MXI ,MV ,A2,AI,A0,B0, DOFI, DOF0, NAMEX)
Functions quaslstatic reduction of system of linear differential
equations










integer vector designating first order degrees
of freedom: DOFI(I) = 0 for xi first order
integer vector designating quasistatic variables:
DOFO(I) = 0 for xi quaslstatic
number of degrees of freedom, maximum 60
number of quaslstatic degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls, maximum 60










reconstructed matrices and vectors
number of remaining degrees of freedom (MX-MX0)
number of remaining first order degrees of freedom
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CSYSAN
Name: CSYSAN(N,MX,MX1 ,MV,A2,A1 ,A0,B0,NFREQ,FREQ, NSTEP,IDF1 ,FSCALE,
NAMEX, NAMEV, NFOUT)
Function: analyze system of constant coefficient linear differential
equations
General reference: sections 7.2, 7.2.1
N
A2_MX*MX)














N = 0 1 2 10 11 12
eigenvalues x x x x x x
eigenvectors x x x x
check sums x x
zeros X X X
coefficient matrices
control matrix
number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls
(maximum MX2= 2*MX-MXl = 60; maximum MV = 60)
integer vector designating first order degrees of
freedom (zero columns in A0); DOFI(1) = 0 for xi
first order
frequency scale factor /-4 (in rad/sec to obtain
frequencies in Hz and times in sec),- there is no
print of dimensional eigenvalues if FSCALE T0.
vector of variables names
vector of control names
static response calculated if NSTEP # 0
number of frequencies for which frequency response
calculated| none if NFREQ_<0
vector of frequencies (dimensionless) for calculation
of frequency response













Name: EETRAN(A, MX,MXl,MV ,A2,A 1,A0,B0, DOF1, NAMEX, NAME, NFOUT)
Function: transform equations to state variable form














number of degrees of freedom, maximum 60
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls, maximum 60
integer vector designating first order degrees of
freedom; DOFI(I) = 0 for xi first order
vector of variable names







vector of variable .ames




Function. calculate frequency response from matrices
General reference 7.2.3













coefficient matrix squared, A2
control matrix
number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls
(maximum MX2= 2*MX- MXI = 60| maximum MV = 60)
vector of variable names
vector of control names
unit number for printed output
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STATIC
Name, STATIC(A ,B0,MX ,MXl,MV, NAME, NAMEV, NFOUT)
Functions calculate static response from matrices
General references section 7.2.2









number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls
(maximum MX2= 2*MX- MXI = 60; maximum MV = 60)
vector of variable names
vector of control names
unit number for printed output
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ZERO
Name: ZERO(A ,BO,MX2,MX ,MV,NX, NV)
Functlon: calculate zeros










number of states, maximum 60
number of degrees of freedom
number of controls
state number i for which zeros to be calculated






factor KI: xi/vj = KI _1_(p-s)
number of zeros
available in the following common blocks





Name : ZETRAN(Z ,MZ )
Function: transform matrix for zero calculation




matrix A* (A with xi column replaced by vj column of B)
number of states, MX2
MZ
matrix A4 (elgenvalues of which are the zeros)!
the factor Ki is in Z(MZ*MZ+I)
number of zeros
GT 0 finite number of zeros exists
0 no zeros, K1 = Z(t)
LT 0 xi not cont_ollable by vj
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BODE
Name: BODE(MX, MXI ,MV,A2,A 1,A0,B0, D0F I,NAMEX, NAMEV, NPLOT, NAMEXP, NAEMVP,
NX, NV,NF0, NF1, ND,MSCALE, NFOUT)
Function: calculate and prlnter-plot transfer function (Bode plot)























number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls
(maximum MX2 = 2*MX-MXI = 60; maximum MV= 60)
integer vector designating first order degrees of
freedom; DOFI(I) = 0 for xi first order
vector of variable names
vector of control names
frequency response calculation method: if I, from
matrices; if 2, from poles and zeros
vector of variable names to be plotted (inconsistent
names ignored)
vector of control names to be plotted (inconsistent
names ignored)
number of degrees of freedom to be plotted; maximum 30
number of controls to be plotted; maximum 30
exponent (base 10) of beginning frequency
exponent (base I0) of end frequency
frequency steps per decade
(maximum NF= (NFI -NF0)*ND+ 1 = 151)
magnitude plot scale: if I, plot relative maximum value;
if 2, plot relative 10**K; if 3 plot relative I0.
unit number for printed output
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BOEGPP
Name: BOr_PP(HM, HP, NF0, NFI,ND,OPTION, NFOUT)







transfer function phase (degrees, -180 to 180)
(N = (_1- _O)*ND+1)
exponent (base 10) of beginning frequency
exponent (base 10) of end frequency
frequency steps per decade
magnitude plot scale: if I, plot relative maximum
value| if 2, plot relative 10**K; if 3, plot
relative 10.
unit number for printed output
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.TRACKS
Name: TRACKS(A 2,Ai ,A0,BO,MX, MXI ,MV, DOFI ,OMEGA, NAMEX, NAMEV, NPLOT,
PERIC D, DELT, TMAX, NAME×P, NAMEVP, NX, NV, NFOUT)
Function: calculate and printer-plot time history of tlme-invariant
system response
General references section 7.2.5
Calculate elgenvalue matrix and mod_l matrix"
MRED = M without unused states (rows)

















number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls
(maximum MX2= 2*MX- MX1 = 60; maximum MV = 60)
integer vector designating first order degrees of
freedom; DCFI(I) = 0 for xi first order
vector of variable names









period T (sec) for impulse or doublet (NPLOT = 3 to 6)
time step (sec)
maximum time (sec)







vector of variable names to be plotted (inconsistent
names ignored)
vector of control names to be plotted (inconsistent
names ignored )
number of degrees of freedom to be plotted; maximum 30
number of controls to be plotted| maximum 30
unit number for printed output
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TRCKPP
Name: TRCKPP(TRA CE, NX, NV ,MT,DELT, NAMEXP, NAMEVP, NFOUT)









array of time history traces to be plotted
number of degrees of freedom to be plotted
number of controls to be plotted
(maximum NX*NV = 26)
number of time steps to be plotted
time step (sec)
vector of variable names
vector of control names
unit number for printed output
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GUSTS
Name: GUSTS(A 2,A I ,AO,BO,MX ,MXI ,MV ,MG, DOFf, NAMEX ,RADIUS ,OMEGA ,GRAY,
EULER, VEL, LGUST, MGUST, NAMEXR, NAMEXL, ML, NAMEXA, MACC,
FREQA ,RACC, NEM, ZETA, NAME%B, NFOUT)
Function: calculate and print rms gust response




















control matrix (gust in last MG columns)
number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
number of controls and gusts
number of gust components
(maximum MX2 = 2_%MX- MXI +MACC + MG = 60)
(maximum MG = 3)
integer vector designating first order degrees
of freedom; IDFI(1) = 0 for x i first order
vector of variable names
length scale R (ft or m)
frequency scale /_(rad/sec)
acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec 2 or m/sec 2)
trim Euler angles @WT and +FT (rad); required
for body axis acceleg_tlon onl@
velocity components in body axis frame (divided by
A_.R); only magnitude required (for _=G) unless body
axis acceleration calculated
real vector of gust correlation lengths: if GT 0,
dimensional correlation length L (_:_ = L/2V)| if
EQ O, L = _00. used| if LT 0, magnitSde is correlation
time _._ (dimensionless), so break frequency is
real vector of gust component relative magnitudes
names of a_s_es_ t elc in state vector (NAMEX)|












names of linear degrees of freedom in state
vector (NAMEX) for dimensional output (ft or m,
obtained from R)! degrees of freedom not
identified are angular (degrees) (inconsistent
names ignored)
number of linear degrees of freedom
names of degrees of freedom (NAMEX) for which
acceleration calculated; last three names must
equal ACCB to calculate body axis acceleration
(all three or none) (inconsistent names ignored)
accelerometer break frequency (Hz), in same order
as NAMEXA! _rev used if FREQA _ 0.
number of accelerometers| none if MACC _< 0
x, y, z location of point at which body axis
acceleration calculated (dimensionless)
airframe elast mode shapes, k = I to NEMI required
for body axis acceleration only
.number of airframe elastic modes; none if NEM _ O;
maximum I0
,_es of,_. %. -eF,_. YF' _F' _1 "'" _M
in state vector (NAMEX); assumes all elastic airframe
states are consequtive; required for body axis
acceleration only (inconsistent names ignored)
unit number for printed output
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PSYSAN
Na_,e, PSYSAN(MX,MXI,A2,AI ,A0, PHI,DT,NT,MT,PERIOD,DOFI,NINT,NFOUT)
Function: analyze system of periodic coefficient linear differential
equations














number of degrees of freedom
number of first order degrees of freedom
(maximum MX2 = 2*MX- MXI = 60)
integer vector designating first order degrees
of freedom (zero columns in A0); DOFi(1) = 0
for xi first order
time increment! may vary with NT, but for Runge-Kutta
integration successive pairs must be equal
time step counter (NT = 0, i, 2, ... MT)
total number of time steps in numerical integration!
for Runge-Kutta integeration, must be even
period T of the system
temporary storage of state transition matrix _ and
last A; dimension 2*MX2*MX2 for modified trapezoidal
integration; dimension 3*MX2*MX2 for Runge-Kutta
integration (MX2 = 2*MX-MXI)
numerical integration method: if I, modified
trapezoidal method, error order DT**3| if 2,
Runge-Kutta method, error order (2*DT)**5





roots _ (principal value)
elgenvalues _C of _(T)
number of poles






DO 1 NT= O,MT
T= DT*NT





Name, EEPRAN(A ,MX,MXI ,A2,AI,A0,DOF1, NFOUT)
Function: transform equations to state variable form








number of degrees of freedom_ maximum 60
number of first order degrees of freedom
integer designator of first order degrees
of freedom; DOFI(1) = 0 for xi first order
unit number for printed output
0utput:




Functions airfoil table preparation
General references sec%lon 2._._
Subprograms requlreds AEROT, AEROPP, C81INT, C81RD, REDCL, TABFIX
-Z_3-
AEROT
Name, AEROT(ALPHA, MACH,RADIAL,OPTION, CL, CD, CM)
Function: interpolate airfoil tables
General reference: section 2.4.4
ALPHA angle of attack _ (deg)
MACH Mach number M
RADIAL radial station r/R
OPTION integer parameter: if I calculate c_ ! if 2
calculate c_, if 3 calculate c , if 4 calculate






Name: AEROPP( CL, CD, CM ,MA ,AMAX)
Function: printer-plot airfoil aerodynamic characteristics
Calculate ordinate limits:
a) c = maximum value of magnitude
b) N = [log c_ (N = N- 1 if c_1.)
c) K [c/IO N]+I






array of c£ to be plotted
array of cd to be plotted
array of cm to be plotted
number of angle of attack values; odd number
maximum angle of attack ; data in arrays for
@_ = -C_ma x to _max' in MA steps
-_5-
3. COMPUTER SYSTEM SUBPROGRAMS
The following computer system subprograms (or the equivalent)
are required to determine the calendar date and time of day, which
form the identification for jobs and files.
a) CALL TIME(ITIME)
Function: returns time of day (8 alphanumeric
characters) in array ITIME(2)
b) CALL DATE(IDATE)
Function: returns calendar date (8 alphanumeric
characters) in array IDATE(2)
The following computer system subprograms (or the equivalent) are
required in the timing subprogram.
a) CALL SETTIM(O, O)
Functionz initializes timer
b) ITIME-- IN_(0,0)




The program requires _.04 megabytes of core storage. Of this
total, 1.84 megabytes is for the subprograms and 2.20 megabytes is
for the common blocks. The common blocks for the nonuniform inflow
influence coefficients (both rotors) require 0.96 megabytes.
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The computer program for a comprehensive analytical model of rotor-
craft aerodynamics anddynamlcs is described. This analysis is designed
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